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TWO GENTLEMEN OF VERONA 
Costume Tracking 
 

UPTOWN FUNK 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

1 

Nicholas Collins Musician (sax) 
orange graffiti tee, black pants, 
black boots 

Top of Show 

 

Trevor Craft Proteus 
polo, grey pants, belt, cuff 
bracelet, red Doc Martens 

Money in pocket and ring on 
finger.  

Tevin Davis 
Musician 
(trombone) 

green tee, black pants, green 
converse, striped long sleeve tee 

 

Katy Feldhahn Julia 
character shoes, palazzo pants, 
sequin top 

Ring on finger.  

Charlotte Kulak Musician (bass) 
blue top, black bra, black boots, 
black stockings, black shorts 

 

Alivia Lassiter Musician (vocals) 
pink striped dress, black tank 
top, black leggings, black 
character shoes 

 

Nate Lief Musician (ukulele) 
purple graffiti shirt, black pants, 
black boots 

 

Tara Malaka Dancer 
black leggings, yellow tunic, 
black shoes 

Not Pantina or Dog costume. 

Chandler Matkins Musician (drum)  
light blue graffiti tee, black pants, 
black shoes, belt 

 

Chandler Matkins 
William Cordozo 

Musician  
Launce 

pork pie hat, color block shirt, 
black and white striped pants, 
black ankle socks, saddle shoes 

 

Joe Mayes 
Musician 
(Trumpet) 

white graffiti tee, black pants, 
black boots 

 

Renée McGowan Sylvia 
black leggings, red ruffle 
camisole top, red socks, white 
sneakers 
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1 

Kat McMahan Lucetta 

purple crop top, denim shorts, 
gold mules, purple earrings, 
friendship bracelet, bangle 
bracelets 

Top of Show 

 

Kathryn Olivia Musician (guitar) 
red and black polka dot top, 
black pants, black ankle boots 

 

Dante Piro 
Joe Mayes 

Speed 
hat, striped tank top, coral 
shorts, saddle shoes, scarf 

 

Jalen Thurman Valentine 

red members only jacket, white 
graffiti tee, dk blue jeans, 
fingerless red gloves, red 
converse, black belt 

 

Jacob Todd Musician (violin) 
black pants, black shoes, yellow 
and orange plaid shirt 

 

Andy Wynn Duke 

royal blue suit (no jacket), black 
and white shoes, orange button 
down shirt, suspenders, pyramid 
ring, wedding ring, socks, tie 

 

ACT 1 SCENE 1 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

1 

Trevor Craft Proteus 
polo, grey pants, belt, cuff 
bracelet, red Doc Martens 

End of Uptown Funk 

 

Jalen Thurman Valentine 

red members only jacket, white 
graffiti tee, dk blue jeans, 
fingerless red gloves, red 
converse, black belt 

 

2 
Dante Piro 
Joe Mayes 

Speed 
hat, striped tank top, coral 
shorts, saddle shoes, scarf 

“heart sick with thought.” Only has one costume. 

HOW WILL I KNOW 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

4 Alivia Lassiter Musician (vocals) 
pink striped dress, black tank 
top, black leggings, black 
character shoes 

“such a worthless post” SL Vom Platform 
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4 Kathryn Olivia Musician (guitar) 
red and black polka dot top, 
black pants, black ankle boots 

“such a worthless post” SR Vom Platform 

ACT 1 SCENE 2 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

4 

Katy Feldhahn Julia 

white peasant shirt, tassel 
necklace, beaded earrings, 
friendship bracelet, bangle 
bracelets 

End of How Will I Know 

 

Kat McMahan Lucetta 

purple crop top, denim shorts, 
gold mules, purple earrings, 
friendship bracelet, bangle 
bracelets 

 

REALLY LIKE YOU 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

7a 

Kathryn Olivia Musician (guitar) 
red and black polka dot top, 
black pants, black ankle boots 

“…contend, do what you 
will.” 

SR Vom Platform 

Jacob Todd Musician (violin) 
black pants, black shoes, yellow 
and orange plaid shirt 

SR Vom Platform 

Katy Feldhahn Julia 

white peasant shirt, colorful skirt, 
tassel necklace, beaded earrings, 
friendship bracelet, bangle 
bracelets 

Crew strikes jacket and shoes. 

ACT 1 SCENE 3 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

7a 

Trevor Craft Proteus 
polo, grey pants, belt, cuff 
bracelet, red Doc Martens 

End of I Really Like You  

Nate Lief Antonio 

cream checked jacket, cream suit 
pants, tan fedora, brown dress 
shoes, belt, orange button down 
shirt 

“O heavenly Julia!” 

 

Tara Malaka Pantina 
black skirt, striped blouse, black 
shoes, bright scarf 
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SO BEAUTIFUL 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

8a Tevin Davis Musician (vocals) 
green tee, black pants, green 
converse, striped long sleeve tee 

“most against my love.” SL Vom Platform 

8a 

Alivia Lassiter Musician (vocals) 

pink striped dress, black tank 
top, black leggings, black 
character shoes pink striped 
dress, black tank top, black 
leggings, black character shoes 

“most against my love.” 

SL Vom Platform 

Kathryn Olivia Musician (guitar) 
red and black polka dot top, 
black pants, black ankle boots 

SR Vom Platform 

ACT 2 SCENE 1 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

8a 

Dante Piro 
Joe Mayes 

Speed 
hat, striped tank top, coral 
shorts, saddle shoes, scarf 

End of So Beautiful 

 

Jalen Thurman Valentine 

red members only jacket, white 
graffiti tee, dk blue jeans, 
fingerless red gloves, red 
converse, black belt 

 

9 Renèe McGowan Sylvia 
red ruffle dress, black heels, gold 
hoop earrings 

“will he interpret to her.”  

LUCKY 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

11 

Tevin Davis Musician (vocals) 
green tee, black pants, green 
converse, striped long sleeve tee 

“be moved, be moved” 

SL Vom Platform 

Alivia Lassiter Musician (vocals) 
pink striped dress, black tank 
top, black leggings, black 
character shoes 

SL Vom Platform 

Nate Lief Musician (ukulele) 
purple graffiti shirt, black pants, 
black boots 

SL Vom Platform 

Kathryn Olivia Musician (guitar) 
red and black polka dot top, 
black pants, black ankle boots 

SR Vom Platform 
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ACT 2 SCENE 2 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

11 Trevor Craft Proteus 
polo, grey pants, belt, cuff 
bracelet, red Doc Martens, red 
leather jacket 

End of Lucky  

11 Katy Feldhahn Julia 

white peasant shirt, colorful skirt, 
tassel necklace, beaded earrings, 
friendship bracelet, bangle 
bracelets 

End of Lucky  

COWBELL JAZZ 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

12 
Nicholas Collins Musician (sax) 

orange graffiti tee, black pants, 
black boots 

“than words to grace it.” 
SR Vom Platform 

Charlotte Kulak Musician (cowbell) 
blue top, black bra, black boots, 
black stockings, black shorts 

SL Vom Platform 

ACT 2 SCENE 3 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

12 

Chandler Matkins 
William Cardozo 

Launce 
pork pie hat, color block shirt, 
black and white striped pants, 
black ankle socks, saddle shoes Cowbell Jazz 

 

Tara Malaka Crab 
kiramugi, knee pads, grey socks, 
nose, grey shoes 

 

Jacob Todd Servant to Proteus 
yellow striped shirt, teal shorts, 
saddle shoes, yellow bowler hat 

Crab patting Launce  

COWBELL JAZZ 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

13a 

Nicholas Collins Musician (sax) 
orange graffiti tee, black pants, 
black boots 

“Well, I will go!” 

SR Vom Platform 

Charlotte Kulak Musician (cowbell) 
blue top, black bra, black boots, 
black stockings, black shorts 

SL Vom Platform 
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ACT 2 SCENE 4 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

13a 

Tevin Davis Thurio 

green splattered jacket, gold 
pants, black tee, gold glasses, 
gold chain, gold watch, gold 
shoes End of Cowbell Jazz 

 

Renée McGowan Sylvia 
red sequin dress, long gold 
earrings, cuff bracelet, black 
heels 

 

13a 

Dante Piro 
Joe Mayes 

Speed 
hat, striped tank top, coral 
shorts, saddle shoes, scarf 

End of Cowbell Jazz 

 

Jalen Thurman Valentine 
Floral velvet jacket, white 
Henley, black belt, black pants, 
black ankle boots 

 

14 

Andy Wynn Duke 

royal blue suit, black and white 
shoes, orange button down shirt, 
suspenders, pyramid ring, 
wedding ring, socks, tie 

“Here comes my father.”  

Alivia Lassiter Dancer black dress, black character shoes 
During beginning guitar 

 

Tara Malaka Dancer black dress, nude shoes  

Kathryn Olivia Musician (guitar) 
white coat, red and black polka 
dot top, black pants, black ankle 
boots 

“in her crystal looks” 

UL Stage 

Jacob Todd Musician (violin) white button down, black pants UL Stage 

Joe Mayes Musician (guitar) white button down, black pants UL Stage 

Nicholas Collins Musician (sax) white button down, black pants UL Stage 

Charlotte Kulak Musician (bass) 
blue top, black bra, black boots, 
black stockings, black shorts 

SL Vom Platform 

Nate Lief Musician (ukulele) white button down, black pants UL Stage 

Chandler Matkins Musician (drums) 
light blue graffiti tee, black pants, 
black shoes, belt 

SR Vom Platform 
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14 Kat McMahan Musician (vocals) 

purple crop top, denim shorts, 
gold mules, purple earrings, 
friendship bracelet, bangle 
bracelets 

“in her crystal looks” SL Vom Platform 

15a Trevor Craft Proteus 
tuxedo tee, red velvet jacket, grey 
pants, red Doc Martens, belt 

End of Court Dance  

COWBELL JAZZ 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

17 

Nicholas Collins Musician (sax) 
orange graffiti tee, black pants, 
black boots 

“I’ll use my skill.” 

SR Vom Platform 

Charlotte Kulak Musician (cowbell) 
blue top, black bra, black boots, 
black stockings, black shorts 

SL Vom Platform 

ACT 2 SCENE 5 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

17 

Chandler Matkins 
William Cardozo 

Launce 
pork pie hat, color block shirt, 
black and white striped pants, 
black ankle socks, saddle shoes 

End of Cowbell Jazz 

 

Tara Malaka Crab 
kiramugi, knee pads, grey socks, 
nose, grey shoes 

 

Dante Piro 
Joe Mayes 

Speed 
hat, striped tank top, coral 
shorts, saddle shoes, scarf 

 

FOUR COWBELLS 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

18 Charlotte Kulak Musician (cowbell) 
blue top, black bra, black boots, 
black stockings, black shorts 

“At thy service.” SL Vom Platform 

WRECKING BALL 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

19a Jacob Todd Musician (violin) 
black pants, black shoes, yellow 
and orange plaid shirt 

End of Four Cowbells SR Vom Platform 

ACT 2 SCENE 6 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

19a Trevor Craft Proteus 
tuxedo tee, red velvet jacket, grey 
pants, red Doc Martens, belt 

End of Wrecking Ball  
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WRECKING BALL 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

19a 
Kathryn Olivia Musician (guitar) 

red and black polka dot top, 
black pants, black ankle boots 

“wit to plot this drift!” 
SR Vom Platform 

Jacob Todd Musician (violin) 
black pants, black shoes, yellow 
and orange plaid shirt 

SR Vom Platform 

ACT 2 SCENE 7 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

19a Katy Feldhahn Julia 

white peasant shirt, colorful skirt, 
tassel necklace, beaded earrings, 
friendship bracelet, bangle 
bracelets 

End of Wrecking Ball  

19a Kat McMahan Lucetta 

purple crop top, denim shorts, 
gold mules, purple earrings, 
friendship bracelet, bangle 
bracelets 

End of Wrecking Ball  

SECRETS 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

21 
Nicholas Collins Musician (sax) 

orange graffiti tee, black pants, 
black boots 

“but to it presently!” 
SR Vom Platform 

Kathryn Olivia Musician (guitar) 
red and black polka dot top, 
black pants, black ankle boots 

SR Vom Platform 

ACT 3 SCENE 1 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

21 

Trevor Craft Proteus 
tuxedo tee, red velvet jacket, grey 
pants, red Doc Martens, belt 

End of Secrets 

 

Andy Wynn Duke 

royal blue suit, black and white 
shoes, orange button down shirt, 
suspenders, pyramid ring, 
wedding ring, socks, tie 

 

22 Jalen Thurman Valentine 
floral velvet jacket, white Henley, 
black belt, black pants, black 
ankle boots 

“Sir Valentine is coming.”  
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22 Jacob Todd Musician (violin) 
black pants, black shoes, yellow 
and orange plaid shirt 

Valentine’s entrance SR Vom Platform 

25 
Chandler Matkins 
William Cardozo 

Launce 
pork pie hat, color block shirt, 
black and white striped pants, 
black ankle socks, saddle shoes 

“I fly away from life.”  

26 
Dante Piro 
Joe Mayes 

Speed 
hat, striped tank top, coral 
shorts, saddle shoes, scarf 

“is a kind of a knave.”  

SECRETS, REPRISE 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

27 Kathryn Olivia Musician (guitar) 
red and black polka dot top, 
black pants, black ankle boots 

“thou not tell me sooner?” SR Vom Platform 

ACT 3 SCENE 2 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

27 

Andy Wynn Duke 

royal blue suit, black and white 
shoes, orange button down shirt, 
suspenders, pyramid ring, 
wedding ring, socks, tie 

End of Secrets, Reprise 

 

Tevin Davis Thurio 

green splattered jacket, gold 
pants, black tee, gold glasses, 
gold chain, gold watch, gold 
shoes 

 

Trevor Craft Proteus 
Tuxedo tee, red velvet jacket, 
grey pants, red Doc Martens, belt 

“Valentine shall be forgot.”  

WELCOME TO THE JUNGLE 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

28 

Charlotte Kulak Musician (bass) 
blue top, black bra, black boots, 
black stockings, black shorts 

“Even now about it.” 

SL Vom Platform 

Chandler Matkins Musician (drums) 
light blue graffiti tee, black pants, 
black shoes, belt 

SR Vom Platform 

Kathryn Olivia Musician (guitar) 
red and black polka dot top, 
black pants, black ankle boots 

SR Vom Platform 

Nicholas Collins Musician (sax) 
tan harem pants, orange shawl, 
black boots, fishnet shirt, 
bracers, helmet with goggles 

SR Vom Platform 
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ACT 4 SCENE 1 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

28 

Nicholas Collins Outlaw 
tan harem pants, orange shawl, 
black boots, fishnet shirt, 
bracers, helmet with goggles 

Onstage 

 

Charlotte Kulak Outlaw 
fishnet shirt, blue gloves, black 
shorts, black stockings, black 
boots 

 

Alivia Lassiter Outlaw 

pink fur vest, pink gloves, jean 
shorts, fishnet shirt, pink fuzzy 
legwarmers, black boots, cowboy 
hat with goggles 

 

28 

Nate Lief Outlaw 

black kilt, fishnet shirt, striped 
tee, top hat with goggles, 
sleeveless purple jacket, black 
gloves, black boots 

Onstage 

 

Joe Mayes Outlaw 
white scarf, hood, fishnet shirt, 
white graffiti pants, boots, 
goggles, arm wraps 

 

Dante Piro 
Joe Mayes 

Speed 
hat, striped tank top, coral 
shorts, saddle shoes, scarf 

 

Jalen Thurman Valentine 

red members only jacket, white 
graffiti tee, dk blue jeans, 
fingerless red gloves, red 
converse, black belt 

 

WELCOME TO THE JUNGLE, REPRISE 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

30 Kathryn Olivia Musician (guitar) 
red and black polka dot top, 
black pants, black ankle boots 

“all the rest at thy dispose.” SR Vom Platform 

ACT 4 SCENE 2 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

30 Trevor Craft Proteus 
tuxedo tee, red velvet jacket, grey 
pants, red doc martens, belt 

End of Jungle, Reprise  
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31 

Kathryn Olivia Host 
white bolero, pink tank top, 
black pants, socks, black ankle 
boots 

“evening music to her ear.” 

Playing guitar. 

Katy Feldhahn Julia 
vest, knickers, binder, red belt, 
red boots, white Henley, 
newsboy cap, glasses 

 

Charlotte Kulak Musician (vocals) 
blue top, black bra, black boots, 
black stockings, black shorts 

SL Vom Platform 

Alivia Lassiter Musician (vocals) 
pink striped dress, black tank 
top, black leggings, black 
character shoes 

SL Vom Platform 

Jacob Todd Musician (violin) 
black pants, black shoes, yellow 
and orange plaid shirt 

SR Vom Platform 

LOST WITHOUT YOU 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

33 

Tevin Davis 
Musician (piano, 
vocals) 

green tee, black pants, green 
converse, striped long sleeve tee 

“Marry, at my house.” 

SR Vom Platform 

Alivia Lassiter Musician (vocals) 
pink striped dress, black tank 
top, black leggings, black 
character shoes 

SL Vom Platform 

ACT 4 SCENE 3 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

33 Jacob Todd Eglamour 
white pants, white belt, striped 
long sleeve tee, blue blazer, boat 
shoes 

End of Lost Without You  

34 Renée McGowan Sylvia white robe, bunny slippers “Madam, madam!”  

COWBELL JAZZ 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

34 
Nicholas Collins Musician (sax) 

orange graffiti tee, black pants, 
black boots 

“kind sir Eglamour.” 
SR Vom Platform 

Charlotte Kulak Musician (cowbell) 
blue top, black bra, black boots, 
black stockings, black shorts 

SL Vom Platform 
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ACT 4 SCENE 4 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

34 

Chandler Matkins 
William Cardozo 

Launce 
pork pie hat, color block shirt, 
black and white striped pants, 
black ankle socks, saddle shoes End of Cowbell Jazz 

 

Tara Malaka Crab 
kiramugi, knee pads, grey socks, 
nose, grey shoes 

 

35 

Trevor Craft Proteus 
polo, grey pants, belt, cuff 
bracelet, red doc martens, red 
leather jacket 

Launce’s stomp 

 

Katy Feldhahn Julia 
vest, knickers, binder, red belt, 
red boots, white Henley, 
newsboy cap, glasses 

 

36 

Nicholas Collins Musician (clarinet) 
orange graffiti tee, black pants, 
black boots 

“sad and solitary.” 
SR Vom Platform 

Kathryn Olivia Musician (guitar) 
red and black polka dot top, 
black pants, black ankle boots 

SR Vom Platform 

Renée McGowan Silvia 

straw hat, sunglasses, pearls, red 
ruffle camisole, black leggings, 
red socks, white sneakers, silver 
cardigan “not have him succeed.” 

 

Jacob Todd Eglamour 
white pants, white belt, striped 
long sleeve tee, blue sleeveless 
hoodie, sunglasses, boat shoes 

 

ACT 5 SCENE 2 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

37b Tevin Davis Thurio 

green splattered jacket, gold 
pants, black tee, gold glasses, 
gold chain, gold watch, gold 
shoes “out of love of thee.” 

 

38 Trevor Craft Proteus 
polo, grey pants, belt, cuff 
bracelet, red doc martens, red 
leather jacket 
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38 

Katy Feldhahn Julia 
vest, knickers, binder, red belt, 
red boots, white Henley, 
newsboy cap, glasses 

“out of love of thee.”  

Andy Wynn Duke 

royal blue suit, black and white 
shoes, orange button down shirt, 
suspenders, pyramid ring, 
wedding ring, socks, tie 

“to what it loathes.”  

WELCOME TO THE JUNGLE, REPRISE 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

38 

Charlotte Kulak Musician (bass) 
blue top, black bra, black boots, 
black stockings, black shorts 

“and follow me.” 

SL Vom Platform 

Chandler Matkins Musician (drums) 
light blue graffiti tee, black pants, 
black shoes, belt 

SR Vom Platform 

Kathryn Olivia Musician (guitar) 
red and black polka dot top, 
black pants, black ankle boots 

SR Vom Platform 

ACT 5 SCENE 3 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

38 

Nicholas Collins Outlaw 
tan harem pants, orange shawl, 
black boots, fishnet shirt, 
bracers, helmet with goggles 

End of Jungle, Reprise 

 

Charlotte Kulak Outlaw 
hat with goggles, fishnet shirt, 
blue gloves, black shorts, black 
stockings, black boots 

SL Vom Platform 

Alivia Lassiter Outlaw 

pink fur vest, pink gloves, jean 
shorts, fishnet shirt, pink fuzzy 
legwarmers, black boots, cowboy 
hat with goggles, pearls 

 

Nate Lief Outlaw 

black kilt, fishnet shirt, striped 
tee, top hat with goggles, 
sleeveless purple jacket, black 
gloves, black boots 

 

Joe Mayes Outlaw 
white scarf, hood, fishnet shirt, 
white graffiti pants, boots, 
goggles, arm wraps 
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38 Renée McGowan Sylvia 
red ruffle camisole, black 
leggings, red socks, white 
sneakers 

End of Jungle, Reprise  

LAY ME DOWN 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

39 

Tevin Davis Musician (vocals) 
green tee, black pants, green 
converse, striped long sleeve tee 

“this I endure for thee!” 

SL Vom Platform 

Alivia Lassiter Musician (vocals) 

pink fur vest, pink gloves, jean 
shorts, fishnet shirt, pink fuzzy 
legwarmers, black boots, cowboy 
hat with goggles 

SL Vom Platform 

Kathryn Olivia Musician (guitar) 
red and black polka dot top, 
black pants, black ankle boots 

SR Vom Platform 

ACT 5 SCENE 4, SHAKE IT OUT (before bows) 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

39 

Jalen Thurman Valentine 
distressed hoodie, fishnet shirt, 
distressed jeans, combat boots, 
black belt, fingerless red gloves 

End of Lay Me Down  

Trevor Craft Proteus 
polo, grey pants, belt, cuff 
bracelet, red doc martens, red 
leather jacket 

“who’s this comes here?” 

 

Renée McGowan Sylvia 
red ruffle camisole, black 
leggings, red socks, white 
sneakers 

 

Katy Feldhahn Julia 
vest, knickers, binder, red belt, 
red boots, white Henley, 
newsboy cap, glasses 

 

41 

Kathryn Olivia Musician (guitar) 
red and black polka dot top, 
black pants, black ankle boots 

“I gave this unto Julia.” 
SR Vom Platform 

Jacob Todd Musician (violin) 
black pants, black shoes, yellow 
and orange plaid shirt 

SR Vom Platform 

Nicholas Collins Outlaw 
tan harem pants, orange shawl, 
black boots, fishnet shirt, 
bracers, helmet with goggles 

“And I mine.”  
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41 

Charlotte Kulak Outlaw 
fishnet shirt, blue gloves, black 
shorts, black stockings, black 
boots 

“And I mine.” 

 

Alivia Lassiter Outlaw 

pink fur vest, pink gloves, jean 
shorts, fishnet shirt, pink fuzzy 
legwarmers, black boots, cowboy 
hat with goggles 

 

Nate Lief Outlaw 

black kilt, fishnet shirt, striped 
tee, top hat with goggles, 
sleeveless purple jacket, black 
gloves, black boots 

 

Joe Mayes Outlaw 
white scarf, hood, fishnet shirt, 
white graffiti pants, boots, 
goggles, arm wraps 

 

Kathryn Olivia Musician 
red and black polka dot top, 
black pants, black ankle boots 

 

Tevin Davis Thurio 

green splattered jacket, gold 
pants, black tee, gold glasses, 
gold chain, gold watch, gold 
shoes 

 

Andy Wynn Duke 

royal blue suit, black and white 
shoes, orange button down shirt, 
suspenders, pyramid ring, 
wedding ring, socks, tie 

 

BOWS 

Pg  Actor Character Costume Cue Notes 

43 

Andy Wynn Duke 

royal blue suit, black and white 
shoes, orange button down shirt, 
suspenders, pyramid ring, 
wedding ring, socks, tie 

“…before the dawn.” 

 

Tevin Davis Thurio 

green splattered jacket, gold 
pants, black tee, gold glasses, 
gold chain, gold watch, gold 
shoes 

 

Nicholas Collins Outlaw 
tan harem pants, orange shawl, 
black boots, fishnet shirt, 
bracers, helmet with goggles 
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43 

Kathryn Olivia Musician (guitar) 
red and black polka dot top, 
black pants, black ankle boots 

“…before the dawn.” 

 

Joe Mayes Outlaw 
white scarf, hood, fishnet shirt, 
white graffiti pants, boots, 
goggles, arm wraps 

 

Jacob Todd Musician (violin) 
black pants, black shoes, yellow 
and orange plaid shirt 

 

Alivia Lassiter Outlaw 

pink fur vest, pink gloves, jean 
shorts, fishnet shirt, pink fuzzy 
legwarmers, black boots, cowboy 
hat with goggles 

 

Kat McMahan Lucette 

purple crop top, denim shorts, 
gold mules, purple earrings, 
friendship bracelet, bangle 
bracelets 

 

Nate Lief Outlaw 

black kilt, fishnet shirt, striped 
tee, top hat with goggles, 
sleeveless purple jacket, black 
gloves, black boots 

 

Tara Malaka Crab 
kiramugi, knee pads, grey socks, 
nose, grey shoes 

 

Chandler Matkins 
William Cardozo 

Launce 
pork pie hat, color block shirt, 
black and white striped pants, 
black ankle socks, saddle shoes 

 

Dante Piro 
Joe Mayes 

Speed 
hat, striped tank top, coral 
shorts, saddle shoes, scarf 

 

Katy Feldhahn Julia 
vest, knickers, binder, red belt, 
red boots, white Henley, 
newsboy cap, glasses 

 

Renée McGowan Sylvia 
red ruffle camisole, black 
leggings, red socks, white 
sneakers 

 

Jalen Thurman Valentine 
distressed hoodie, fishnet shirt, 
distressed jeans, combat boots, 
black belt, fingerless red gloves 
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43 Trevor Craft Proteus 
polo, grey pants, belt, cuff 
bracelet, red doc martens, red 
leather jacket 

“…before the dawn.”  

 
  


